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O render the indefatigable Labours of Mr. Flam-
steed as ufeful and beneficial to Mankind as may
be, as well as to compleat the Work already pub-
lifh’d, it has been judg’d very necellary by his
Executors to carry on, and perfeft the following
Sheets, which contain all the Conflellations vifible in
our Hemifpherey wherein the ancient Figures them-
felves are reftor’d, and the Stars laid down in their

proper Places, with the greatest Fxaciness from his last corre&ed Ca-
talogue.

The Motives that induc’d Mr. Flamsteed to set about this Work9
the Progress that he made in it during his Life-time, and the Me~
ihods that he made Usc os for conflru£ling the Charts, which render
them far more usesul than any yet extant, will best appear by the
Account that he himsels has lest behind him; wherein he telis us,
That having about the Year 1700 compleated the Calculation os the
Places os the Fixed stars, he set himsels to form Maps os the Conslet-
lations, in which he sound it necestary wholly to depart from Bayer9os whom Hevelius himsels complain’d, but without mentioning any
Particulars; and this led him into astricl Enquiry to find out who
those Aslronomers were that sirst construdsed Maps os the Conslellations,
and especially by whom the stars were reduced into thole Forms
into which they are dispoled in Ptolonss Catalogue9 (os which there
is no Account given that can be relied on) for from what Ptolomy
himsels relates in the 4th Chapter os his 7th Book os his Alma-
geslj it is evident, that thole Images or Figures were older than
Hipparchus’s Time, where he says, c That we employ not the same
4 Figures os the Conslellations that thole before us did, as neither
€ did they os those before them, but frequently make Use os others
c that more truly represent the Forms for which they are drawn ;
( for Instance, those stars which Hipparchus places on the Virgin's
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s shoulder, we place on her side, because tbelr Distances from the
c Head appear too great for the Distance from the Head to the shoulder,
* in his sign os Virgo $ and thereby making those stars to be on the
€ sides, the Figure will be agreeable and proper, which it vvould not, is
c those stars were placed upon the shoulders.’

The Chaldean Observations were made in the 82d Year, mra ycthAA;
corresponding with the Year os Nabonajsar, or 229 Years be-
fore Christ, wherein mention is made os the stars in the southern
shoulder os the Virgin, or the Northermosl in the Front os the
scorpion, in an Appulse os Mars to that star, which Appulse was
observed in the 4y6th Year os Nabonajsary or 271 Years before
Christ.

Tymocharis and Aristillus are {sili ancienter than the Chaldeansy

who lived about 300 Years before Chrijl, and observed the Appulses os
the Moon to the Fixed stars about 295 Years before Christ, or Year os
the World 3709, and again in the 28 Year before Christ, or Year
os the World 3721, at which Time it is plain from what Ptolomy says,
that the Ancients had Figures or Maps os the Constellations, with the
stars Places designed on them.

Aratus the Poet, (who wrote os the Risng and setting os the
stars, flouri(h’d about the i2sth Olympiad, or about 276 Years be-
fore Christ) was, is not Cotemporary, yet but little later than Ty-
mocharis and Aristillus, and certainly older than the Chaldean Ob-
lervers os the Appulses: From whole Poem ’tis confirmo, that the
Greeks had Figures os the Constellations; but from whom they
had derived them, or how they came by them, is no where to be
learnt.

From the aforementioned Place in Ptolomy it is evident, that by those
before him he meant Hipparchus and his Foliowers, and by those Elder
than the Chaldean or Greek Astronomers who flourished before Hippar-
chus'’s Time, he meant those Astronomers who sirst os all made Obser-
vations os the Appulses os the Planets to the Fixed stars ; from the
Franstation os which we have an Account os an Observation in the
Northermosl: star in the Front os scorpio, made in the 4y6th Year os
Nabonajsar, or 276 Years before Christ ; and likewise os another in
the southermost shoulder os Virgo, made in the si9th Year os Nabo-
nassary or 229 Years before Christ: But Pymocharis and Arsiliusy

whose Observations are also transmitted to us by Ptolomy, mention
stars os many other Constellations 5 whereby it is evident, That they
had formed Figures os them in their Time, about three hundred
Years before our saviour j which is all the Account we have from
Ptolomy,

From Ptolomy ’s Time to Ours the Names that he made Use os, have
been continued by the ingenious and learned Men os all Nations ;

the Arabians always used his Forms and Names os the Constel-
lations 5 the old Latin Catalogues os the Fixed stars use the same 5

Coper-
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Copernicus’s Catalogue (the sirst we have in good Laiin) and
Tycho Brahe’s use the same; so do the Catalogues publish’d in
the German

,
Itahan, spanijh, Portugueze, French and Englijh Lan-

guages: All the Observations os the Ancients and Moderns make
Use os Ptolomy* s Forms os the Constellations and Names os the stars,
so that there is a Necestity os adhering to them, that we may not render
the old Observations unintelligible, by altering or departing from
them.

Tycho Brahe died in the Year 1601, two Years aster Bayer pub-
listsd his Uranometria, wherein he gives us Maps os all the Constel-
lations : His Figures are tolerable, and the stars rightly laid down
according to their Places in Tycho $ Catalogue, and many other small
stars are added which it hath not: These, ’tis probable, he inserted
upon his own hare View, by comparing them with the Fixed stars
inserted in his Maps from Tycho"*s Catalogue, whose Nomenclatura
is the same; but having drawn all his Human Figures, except Bootes,

Andromeda, and Virgo,
with their Backs towards us, thole stars,

which all before him place in the Right shoulders, sides, Hands,
Legs or Feet, fall in the Lest, and the contrary in his Figures;
with which therefore wholbever goes about to examine the antient Ob-
servations, or the Catalogues os the Fixed stars, printed or publistsd
in any Language, will find himsels much perplexed, is he be not be-
fore-hand apprized os this.

The Reason probably os Bayer*s Fault was, that finding the Word
ai vara and cv often in Ptolemy*s Catalogue, and consulting
the Greek Lexicons for the sense os them, he sound constantly
render’d by Dorsum, and /u,fra<p%hov by Interscapilium, and therefore
concluded, that Interscapilium was the space betwixt the shoulder-
Blades on the Back; and wherever he met with either os thele
Words in the Description os any Constellation, except Virgo and
Andromeda, he drew it with the Back towards us, whereby he makes
all those stars that Ptolemy (and the Antients, and all since them to
himsels) placed in Right shoulders, Arms, sides, Legs, and Feet,
&c. Os their Forms or Figures to stand on their Lest, whereby he
renders the oldest Observations False or Nonsense.

To remedy this Fault, when he mentions any eminent Fixed star
to be in dextro Humero, or dextra Tibia, he adds alias in sinistra,

%sc. which indeed leems to excuse the Fault, but being done but
seldom, will perplex those that make Use os his Maps, and render
them useless.

Had Bayer but drawn the Map os sagittae, or any other os the
Human Forms, so that the stars placed in the Right Hands, shoul-
ders, sides and Feet os Ptolemy'*s Catalogue might stand on the same
in his Figures, he would have seen that they would all have their
Faces towards us, and thereby would have learn’d, that in Ptolemy*'s
Greeky the lignifies the Crates Corporis, or the Ribs , and that

the
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the sjikcttymv, the space betwixt the shoulders, not only on the Bach}

but also on the Fore Part os the Body, or Upper Part os the Breast,
and there would then have been no Incongruity between His Figures,
and the Ancients Descriptions ; for not only Ptolomy but Homer himlels
uses those Words in a more comprehensive sense than the Lexicons com-
monly allow.

Neverthelels, in most os the Maps os the Fixed stars that have been
Engraved since those os Bayer, the Forms are taken from him, and
have the same Faults with his.

The Learned William skikard, Proseslbr os the Oriental Lan~
guages and the Mathematicks at Fubing in Germany, Published his
Astroscopium at Nordlingen in the Year 1655, where, in Page 44,
he takes Notice os this Fault os Bayer s, and os the Consusion it caules
in the Denomination os the stars, and telis us, That others before him
have complained, that very often they made those stars in the Right
sides, shoulders, or Hands os his Fingers, which ali Ptolomy's De-
scriptions placed on the contrary 5 so that we are not the sirst nor only
Persons that have taken Notice os these Faults os Bayer's Maps,
but others, and those Persons os great Reputation, have done it long
before.

Mr. skikard takes Notice in the Beginning os his little Treatile,
that Globes are unfit for representing the Constellations os the Heavens
by Figures pasted on them; and that whosoever would Leam
the stars by comparing the Figures on them with the Heavens,
must smd themselves very much perplexed, because those Repre-
sentations are supposed to be made on the Outside os the Globe, or
to the Eye placed beyond it, whereas we view the stars disposed
in the Constellations from our Earth as the Center os a Concave
sphere wherein they are fixed, and therefore their Appearances to
us must be the Reverse os what appears on the Convex os the
Globe, so that Globes are no Ways proper to represent the Heavens
upon.

He farther takes Notice in Page 43, that Planispheres or stereogra-
phical Proje£sions are not convenient, because in them the Degrees near
the Middle or Center are much less than the Degrees near the Limb or
Outsides os the Proje£tion, and thereby the Figures therein represented
will be distorted.

To remedy which Inconveniency, Mr. Flamsteed thought nothing
so necestary as a new Method os Proje£sion, wherein all the ParaIleis os
Declination might be equidistant slreight Lines, and the Degrees os Lon-
gitude in every Parallel might be every where Proportional to the sines
os their Distances from the next Pole, and equal in the same to one
another.

The Maps indeed thus described, will not answer to any os the usual
Orthographicaly or stereographical Projedlions os the sphere, in which is
supposed a fixed Position os the Eye, whereas in these there is no such

supposition ,
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supposition • but nevertheless they are derived from the Globe, as
the others are, and that much more properly than the Proje&ions
generally made Use os in Maps os the Earth, or particular Coun-
tnes, above which, and the sorementioned Projedstions os the sphere,
This will have peculiar Advantages.

And for the better Understanding os which, conceive the Globe
or sphere to be compasled about with an infinite Number os equally
sine 'Thrids

, ali exa&ly parallel to the Equator.
Let all the Circles usually drawn upon the Globe, as the Equa-

tor, the Ecliptici, the Meridians
,

&pe. be supposed drawn and
divided, and let the Conslellations also be Formed upon them, and
the stars laid down in their proper Places.

Let also the Meridian passing through the Middle os any Con-
stellation be conceived drawn on the Globe, and covered with a sine
'Thnd, with as many os the adjacent Circles as you think convenient.

Conceive the Phrids on which the Constellation is painted to be
cut off from the sursace os the Globe, and that which pasles thro5

the Middle, being extended streight on the Middle os sorne Pa-
per, or perse&ly plain supersicies, let the Rejl be placed on it at
Right Angles to the Middle Meridian, but reverted, or so as those
Parts os them which stood to the Right Hand os it on the Globe
may stand to the Lest on the said Plane, and the Contrary.so will you have the Pisture os the Constellation Proje£sed up-
on it, in which the Parallels os JDeclination will be sireight Lines,
and their Distances exa&ly equal, the same as they are on the
Globe, as will also the Distances and Disserences os the Right Aj-
censions os any two stars that are equally distant from the Pole,
or have the same Declination from the Equator.

But the Meridians will become Compound Curves os the same Na-
ture, and having the same Properties with that which Dr. IVallis
in his Treatise de Cycloide calls Curva sinuum,

The Circles os Longitude, and Parallels os Latitude may be
inscribed on the same Chart, by the Help os such Tables as shew
the Declination and Right Ascension corresponding to every Degreeos Longitude with every Degree os Latitude ; for thereby Points
may be sound on the Paper or Chart, through which every Circleos Longitude or Parallel os Latitude will pass, thro’ which Points,

is Lines be Traced with an even Hand, they will represent the Cir-
cles or Parallels required.

Having therefore resolved upon this as a proper Method os Pro-
je£sion, and being no VVays liable to the Inconveniences that at-
tended the asoremention’d ones, He began to form his Maps os
the Constellations, in which, as his Catalogue contained twice as ma-
ny stars as Bayers or Hevelius*s, he thought it requisite to allow
sour Tenths os an Inch for each Degree, and determined to make
the Figures os the stars less than Paper*s, in Order to gain more

B Room,
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Room, and then caused the Charts to be preparcd, and the stari
laid down in their proper Places ; aster which the Images were
drawn on them according to the Descriptions given in Ptolomy*s
Catalogue, (which have been used by ali aster him without Va-
riation, still Bayer formed them anew, and spoiled them) that
thereby the ancient Figures os the Constellations, that were made
Use os by Ptolomy and his Predecejsors, might be restored, and
no longer spoiled by Innovators.

The Maps therefore belng thus prepared, and ali drawn upon
large Imperial Paper, admit os many more stars than belong to
that particular Constellation for which the particular Map is drawn.
In those os the Zodiack, besides the stars os that sign for which
the Map was design’d, not only the principal stars os the two
contiguous signs are laid down, but ali the stars in the Northern
and southern Constellations that come within the Compass os the
Map are inserted.

But in the Maps os those Constellations that are without the
Limits os the Zodiack, not any one star is omitted that can be
comprehended within it.

As there was no Necestity for drawing disfinxi* Maps for every
particular Constellation as well as for the signs os the Zodiack,

as Bayer and Hevelius have done; and linee the size os the Pa-
per would allow os it, he judged it more convenient so to con-
tiive them, that two or more os the Constellations might be com-
priz’d in one Map, which would considerably diminish their Nuru-
ber, without any Disadvantage to the Constellations themselves, and
by this Means some os the smaller Ones, as Lyra, sagitta,
Lacerta, are sound entire in two or three several Maps. But
Hydra, which extends to above 8 o Degrees os Right Ascenlion,
and being likewile very near the Kquator where the Degrees are
widest, could not be comprehended within one single sheet, and
as it would have been very inconvenient to have alter’d the scale
for this single Constellation, it was much better to enlarge it to
another Hals sheet, so that besides the Constellations os Crater,
and Corvus, it contains that os sextans entire, and most os
the stars in Virgo: But tho’ Ursa Major contains more than
80 Degrees os Right Ascenlion, yet by being near the North Pole,
the Degrees are so much contra&ed that the whole Constellation
is comprizM within one single Map.

The same Proje&ion and scale is used in all except the Polar
Maps, where it would not be so very convenient, and therefore
the common stereographick Proje£Hon on the Plane os the Equator
was thought most proper and commodious, and liable to the least
Distortion, by chusing such a scale os semi-Tangents that the De-
grees os Polar Distance would be very near equal with those in
the other Maps, decreasing a little near the Pole, and encreasing

towards
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towards the Limb; the Center or Pole being sb disposed that the soiis
Constellations Ursa Minor, Draco, Cepheus, and CassiopeA,
might be conveniently contained within a Map os the same Form
and size with the other, ali appearing in their right Postures, and
not in the least distorted, but as well as is they had been drawn
in finale and separate Maps.

For the soremention’d Reason the same Kind os Proje&ion was
made Use os in the two Hemispheres, where the Ar£sick and An-
tar£sick Poles are made the Centers os the Proje&ion, and these,
as well as the other Maps, were prepared anew, and the stars
laid down by Mr. Abraham sharp, who having Leisure and Time
upon his Hands, readily osser’d himsels for this service.

And since the Maps are all drawn by one particular scale, it
will not be difficult, even by InspeEiion, to pronounce nearly the
mutual Distances os the Fixed stars thcmselves, and to judge os
the Comparative Magnitudes even os the Conslellations, which can-
not be done by those which are formed by different scales ; and
as the Parallels os Declination are streight Lines equidistant
and parallel to each other, and to the Equator, and drawn to
every smgle Degree os Declination or Distance from the Pole, each
Degree being equal to sour Tenths os an Inch, the Declination
os every star may be very nearly determined by InspeElion ; but
is the Distance os any one os their Centers from the nearest Pa-
rallel os Declination be applied to the graduated Meridians on each
side os the Chart, the Quantity os its Declination may be much
more exa&ly determined.

Ani again, as the Meridians themselves are drawn to every
fifth Degree os Right Ascension ; the Right Ascension itsels, os any
star may be had by Inspeßion only, and as the Lengths os the
several Parallels os Declination are as the Circumserences os the se-
veral Parallels they represent on the Globe itsels, and these being
as their respecstive Diameters, which are as the sines os the respe£sive
Distances from the Pole ; is the Breadth os one or more Degrees
upon the Equator be made equal to the sine os 90 Degrees upon
a sector, the sine os a Degree answering to its Distance from the
Pole, or the Complement os its Declination, which is' expresled in
every Map by the Divisions on each side os the Maps, will give
the Length os one or the like Number os Degrees in that Parallel,
whence the Right Ascension os any star may be more exa&ly de-
termined.

And again, as the Ecliptick itsels is drawn in every Chart
through which it pasles, being divided into smgle Degrees, as also
the Circles os Longitude, and Parallels os Latitude to every fifth
Degree, the Latitudes and Longitudes os each particular star may
be had by Inspe&ion.

And
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And as each os these Charts are 'Tangent Pianes to that Point os
the Globe which corresponds with the Center, or Middle Point os
the Chart, is held up, so that it may answer to its correspondent
Part in the Heavens, each particular star will thereby correspond
with the star it represents in the Heavens, whence People, who are
not well versed in the Knowledge os the stars, will soon be ena-
bled to know them, which is not so easily to be attained by the
Coelestial Maps hitherto publilhed, which being made to reprelent
the Convex side os the Heavens, the spe&ator must either suppole
himsels placed above the stars, or elle carry his Imagination so far
as to conceive the stars which are placed on the Right side
os the Figure os thole Maps to be viewed on the Lest side in the
Heavens, and likewise the stars that are on the Lest side in thole
Maps, to be viewed on the Right side in the Heavens, and that
the Planets or stars which seem to move from East to West, or
from the Lest to the Right by their Diurnal Motion, when they
are placed right before him must move upon those Maps on the
Contrary, that is, from TVest to Easi, or from the Right to the Lest:
And as the Planets themselves in their Revolutions thro’ their
Orbs appear to move from West to East, or from the Right to the
Lest, must here be traced on the Contrary, from East to TVest, or
from the Lest to the Right , a Thing that to Persons not very well
Ikilled in these Matters, will create very often sorne Difficulty.

And as the Ecliptick, and its several Parallels os Latitude are ali
drawn by the lame scale, it contributes very much to the readier Dis-
covering os what stars, the Moon, or any os the Planets will Pass by,
or Cover in any os their Revolutions through their Orbs, and the Pa-
rallels os Declination being all drawn as before, it may be discovered
at sight what stars will Lranst the Meridian at, or near the lame Al-
titude with the Moon, or any other Planet or lixed star; and in as
much as in this Case they are all subjeds to the same Refraßion , and the
Errors os the Instrument made Use os (is any there be) being alike in
all, does not a little Contribute to the readier finding the Declination os
any unknowm star, or the Moon, or any other Planet at that Time, by
getting rid os sorne Uncertainties that otherwile Oblervations os this Kind
would be liable to.

And that the Reader may be the better enabled to know the
Names os the several stars, and dlstinguilh them one from the
other, there are Letters annexed to the principal stars in each
Map, which refer to the Catalogue printed in the third Volume os
the Historia Ccelestis, where, in the proper Constellations, he will
find against the Reserrential Letters, the Name, Right Ascension,
Declination, Latitude, Longitude, as well as Magnitude os each par-
ticular star.

As
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As Works os this Nature meet with but very sew Encouragers,
and as a great Part os the Historia Ccelestis, as well as this Book,
have been carried on at the sole Expenee os the Executors, they
were unwilling to proceed in one ’till the other was publilssd, which,
together with the Dissiculties and Delays that usually attend Per-
formances os this Kind, has been the Reason why it has not appear-
ed sooner abroad \ but as neither Pains nor Expence have been want-
ing to render it as compleat as possible, there is Reason to hope
that it will meet with a fuitable Reception from the generous, can-
did, and unprejudicki Part os Mankind.

And lastly, as the principal View os the Royal Founder os the
Oblervatory was to obtain a good Catalogue os the fixed stars, sb it
must be justly acknowledged that Mr. Flamsteed has sully accom-
plished that great End, having lest behind him one os the largest
and compleatest Catalogues that ever the World was enricssd with,
from whicli these Charts are deduced, containing almost double the
Number os the stars in that os Hevelius >s, to the Honour os the
Britijh Nation, and the lasting Reputation os the Author; a
Work that will render his Name samous to the latest Posterity, and
perpetuate his Memory ’till Time (hall be no more.
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